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Two experiments investigate the relations between advertising exposure, self-esteem and materialism. Evidence is found that ads for

luxury products may influence consumers’ levels of materialism and self-esteem. Consumers who claim being able to buy advertised

luxuries report increased levels of materialism and an enhanced self-esteem after the exposure. In contrast, not being able to buy

advertised luxuries appears to threaten consumers’ self-esteem and to diminish their materialistic pursuits. Encouraging participants to

actively imagine owning the advertised products is shown to eliminate these effects.
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Willingness to help. The results of an one-way ANOVA revealed a significant effect for values-affirmation (F(1, 86)=5.475, p =.02).
Participants in the values-affirmation conditions were more likely to help patients than those in the control conditions (Mvalues= 2.9,
Mcontrol= 2.13).

Mediation analyses. The positive other-directed feelings (α= .82) explained the relationship between values-affirmation and
willingness to help charity. Values-affirmation significantly enhanced positive other-directed feelings (β= -.703, p<.01; most=0, least=1),
which in turn predicted an increase in willingness to help (β= .384, p<.05). When the positive other-directed feelings was included in the
regression analysis predicting willingness to help, however, the effect of values-affirmation on willingness to help (β= -.768, p<.05) was
no longer significant (β= -.504, p>.10, NS), and only the effect of positive other-directed feelings was observed (β= .353, p<.05; Sobel
z=1.66, p<.10). The positive self-directed feelings (α= .86), however, didn’t mediate the effect of values-affirmation on charity support
behavior.

Across three studies, we demonstrated that affirming important personal values increased charity support behavior and the effect of
values-affirmation on charity support behavior was mediated by positive other-directed feelings. This research suggests that when people
are encouraged to affirm important values, they experience greater positive other-directed feelings, and thereby transcend concerns about
the self and overcome motivational conflicts between prosocial and selfish impulses.
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Advertisements communicate that any aspiration can be fulfilled if one possesses the right products and brands (Kasser 2002; Pollay
1986). However, little experimental research has shown this presumed effect of advertising exposure on materialism (e.g., Brand and
Greenberg 1994; Han and Shavitt 2005; Zhang and Shavitt 2003). Even less research attempted to disentangle the role of self-esteem in
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this effect. Given that materialists derive a sense of worth and happiness from the acquisition of possessions (Richins and Dawson 1992),
feeling unable to afford advertised products might be problematic for the self-esteem of consumers who repeatedly fail to meet their
culturally imposed, materialistic standards (Kasser et al. 2007). In contrast, the pleasant experience of feeling able to afford advertised
products may motivate consumers to strive even more for wealth (cf. Vohs and Baumeister 2008). However, this might be less problematic
for their self-esteem as these consumers probably feel confident that they will achieve their (material) aspirations (cf. Nickerson et al.
2003). The aim of this research is to investigate these relations between advertising exposure, self-esteem and materialism. We predict
that consumers’ perceived ability to afford advertised products moderates the effect of advertising exposure on self-esteem and
materialism.

In a first experiment, 189 participants were divided over two conditions. Participants in the advertising condition were exposed to
five ads for luxurious products. For each ad they indicated to what extent they felt able to afford the product. Participants in the control
condition saw no ads. Next, levels of self-esteem (Rosenberg, 1965), chronic materialism (Richins and Dawson, 1992) and momentary
importance attached to materialism related goals, e.g., financial success or social status (Aspiration Index, extrinsic subscales; Kasser and
Ryan 1993, 1996), were measured. A significant momentary increase in materialism is found in the advertising condition relative to the
control condition. Additionally, advertising exposure significantly enhances the self-esteem of consumers who believe they can afford
the promoted luxuries, compared to consumers who cannot afford them. However, it is possible that perceived affordability is a
consequence rather than an antecedent of self-esteem. Consumers with high self-esteem may be more optimistic about their ability to buy
advertised items. In that case, self-esteem measured prior to advertising exposure should predict perceived affordability. To test this
hypothesis, participants in the control condition judged the same ads at the end of the study. Their self-esteem scores do not predict
affordability, which rules out this alternative interpretation.

Study two aims to replicate these findings and tests whether the effect of affordability concerns is altered if participants are encouraged
to imagine themselves owning the advertised products. Forty-seven participants were exposed to six ads for luxury products. After the
exposure, 23 participants recalled one ad/product and imagined how they would feel if they would own the product. The other half of the
participants did not engage in this mental simulation task. Seventeen participants did not see any ads (control condition). Next, self-esteem
(Rosenberg 1965) and temporal materialism (Aspiration Index; Kasser and Ryan 1993, 1996) were measured. Affordability was measured
after a number of unrelated tasks to assess whether these concerns affect self-esteem without being actively cued during the advertising
exposure (as in study 1). No effect of advertising condition (ad vs. no ads) on materialism is found, yet a significant interaction effect of
simulation condition (no imagination vs. imagination) and perceived affordability is found on temporal materialism. In the no imagination
condition, the regression slope is significant, suggesting that the more one feels able to afford the products, the higher the increase in
materialism after the exposure (in comparison to mean materialism in the control condition). In the imagination condition, the regression
slope is not significant. Also for self-esteem a significant interaction effect of simulation condition and affordability is found. In the no
imagination condition, the slope is significant, suggesting that the more one feels able to afford the products, the higher the increase in
self-esteem after the exposure and vice versa. In the imagination condition, the regression slope is not significant.

Both experiments provide preliminary evidence that advertising exposure might induce materialism, most likely in consumers who
feel able to afford the advertised products. For consumers who claim being able to buy luxuries, increased levels of materialism after the
exposure seem to be less problematic than is usually expected, as they tend to express higher levels of self-esteem. Interestingly, the effects
of ad exposure disappear when consumers imagine themselves owning the products. Such outcome-focused thoughts, as opposed to
process-focus thoughts, may draw consumers’ attention away from actions needed to be taken in order to obtain the product (Escalas and
Luce 2004), e.g., being able to buy it. Spending cognitive effort on this imagination process might thus reduce the impact of prior
affordability concerns. Interesting would be to assess whether these findings are restricted to luxury advertising or apply to a broader
advertising context.

Finally, these results do not necessarily imply that ad exposure is constructive for consumers’ self-esteem. Even though the expected
inverse relation between materialism and self-esteem (Chaplin and John 2007) was not found, a self-esteem boost resulting from feeling
able to afford luxuries seems contingent on social approval. And such extrinsically oriented feelings of self-worth are unlikely to ensure
a healthy psychological life in the long run (Kasser, Koestner, and Lekes 2002; Ryan and Deci, 2000).
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The Effect of Physical Enclosing on Negative Emotion Regulation
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In three studies, we had shown that people attained certain closure over negative events by putting materials relating to the event into
the envelope. In study 1, we showed that people felt less bad about a decision that they regretted a lot in study 1A (a strong desire that they
could not satisfy in study 1B) if they put the recalled event (desire) into an envelope. Experiment 2 found that people felt less negative
after reading a sad story print on a paper after putting the paper into the envelope. However enclosing an unrelated task did not soothe
emotional reaction.

Despite wishes to feel happy and positive, negative emotions–often triggered by the memory of past experiences–come back to haunt
us. How can we stop our mind from being distracted by intrusive memories of negative experiences and get closure?

Memory researchers have discussed the concept of cognitive inhibition and found that an explicit instruction to inhibit an unwanted
thought may actually increase the accessibility (and hence recall) of the concept (Wegner et al., 1987). Similarly, literature on emotion
regulation has suggested that suppression of negative emotional reactions can backfire (Gross, 1998; Wegner, Erber & Zanakos, 1993).
However, other than deliberatively trying hard to forget, lay people do seek remedies by physically locking things up. For instance, a self-
help website on how to deal with a broken relationship advises readers to “put everything that reminds you of your ex in a box and seal
it...” (Pant, 2007). Do these behavioral strategies to put physical closure on objects work? The premise that physically enclosing and sealing
emotion-related items will help people attain psychological closure over emotional experience stems from recent research on embodied
cognition and metaphors. We report the results of three experiments which showed that sealing an emotional laden object into an envelope
could relieve the related negative emotions people experienced as a result.

In study 1A, eighty students were randomly assigned to the two conditions. In both conditions, participants were first asked to recall
a recent decision that they felt greatly regretful. In one condition, after participants recalled the event, they were instructed to put the
questionnaire to into an envelope before they handed back the questionnaires; in the other condition, participants were simply asked to
hand back the questionnaires. In the second task, participants reported how they felt about the event along four negative emotion scales:
regretful, guilty, sad, and worried, all anchored from 1, not at all, to 5 extremely. The four negative emotions were averaged to indicate
how negative participants felt about the event at the moment the measurement was taken (cronbach alpha=.79). A simple t test of the
treatment factor revealed that participants who put the recalled event into the envelop felt less negatively (M=2. 00) about the event than
those who just handed back the recall task without an envelope (M=2.52, t (1, 78)=2.42).

Study 1B was different from 1A along the two aspects. Rather than recalling a regrettable experience, participants were instead asked
to report something they wanted to do very badly but could not do it. Second, the study was conducted in the dorms on campus. On specific
emotional reactions towards the strong desires, people who were given an envelop to put their questionnaire into felt much less negative
on almost all single items that were measured (Sad, disappointed, unsatisfied, anxious ts(1, 37)>2.33 , ps< .05). In addition, in terms of
mental disturbance they felt over the their strong desire, those people who experienced the physical closure did felt less distracted or
unsettled towards it (t (1, 37) s>2.25, ps<.05).

Study 2 tested whether the difference was driven by the action of putting things into envelope (in the similar fashion as how catharsis
works for some negative emotions) or due to the fact that the specific emotion laden material was put to a symbolic closure. The main test
had three conditions, and all conditions needed to complete three tasks in the same sequence and at the same pace. In the first task
participants were asked to read a recent news report on the death of a baby. The second task, which was totally irrelevant to the news,
measured how college students made a few daily hypothetical decisions. In the last task participants were asked to report how they felt
at the moment.

In the first condition, every completed questionnaire was collected back by the experimenter before the next questionnaire was handed
out (i.e., control condition). In the second condition, after participants completed the first task, they were given a small envelope and
instructed to put the task completed into the envelope. After experimenter collected all envelopes, the second questionnaire would be
handed out, followed by the third task (i.e., the condition where physical closure was specified at the emotional event). In the third
condition, participants they were given a small envelope to put the second task in and handed it back before they were given the last
questionnaire (i.e., the condition where physical closure was acted on unrelated task).


